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Well I dropped Mom off at my sister, Roxy's, in Raymond, AB and then headed back to Rapid
City...19 degrees fahrenheit when I left Sunday morning...just another reason to head for Key
West!!!...got to Rapid City and found out the seal for the motor home slide was deployed a wee
bit and the repairs will not be made until Thursday, the batteries and the shower did get fixed...it
was determined that there was an issue with one of the rear tires (surprise, SURPRISE!!!) so it
was recommended that I take the Beaver to Dale's Tires down the road...while I was there I had
two pleasant surprises, the first being that the issue plus rotation and balancing was done for
less than $70!!!, best trip to a repair shop EVER!!!...the second however was a wee bit more
touching...the person that worked on the coach, by the name of "Bull" Bowmeister (apologies
Bull if I misspelled your name), after I told him what I was up to, shared with me a story of his
family, not everyday I get reduced to tears in a tire shop!!!...Bull, I shall carry with me, you and
your little family, I only wish I could could say something to you and especially your wife that
would ease your collective pain on this, the birthday of your twin sons...in that moment in the
garage I felt that I have known you all my life, permit me to call you "friend"...what I am doing is
to put positive energy out to the universe and please know, my friend, that your family will travel
with me on my trip...thank you for sharing your story it indeed is a sacred gift to me, all the best
to you and your family as you reconcile the bitter sweetness of the birth of your twins, may God
bless you.
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